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ABSTRACT

Although deep-learning-based solutions are pervading differ-
ent application sectors, many doubts have arisen about their
reliability and, above all, their security against threats that
can mislead their decision mechanisms. In this work, we con-
sidered a particular kind of deep neural network, the Neural
Ordinary Differential Equations (N-ODE) networks, which
have shown intrinsic robustness against adversarial samples
by properly tuning their tolerance parameter at test time.
Their behaviour has never been investigated in image foren-
sics tasks such as distinguishing between an original and an
altered image. Following this direction, we demonstrate how
tuning the tolerance parameter during the prediction phase
can control and increase N-ODE’s robustness versus adver-
sarial attacks. We performed experiments on basic image
transformations used to generate tampered data, providing
encouraging results in terms of adversarial rejection and
preservation of the correct classification of pristine images.

Index Terms— Image Forensics, Deep Learning, Neural
ODE Networks, Adversarial Samples.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, it is becoming evident that deep-learning-based
solutions will dominate many of the different sectors of our
everyday life, mainly for their impressive performances com-
pared to previous classical methodologies. On the contrary,
diverse doubts have arisen about their reliability and, above
all, their security against malevolent threats that can crucially
mislead their decision mechanisms. In particular, input tam-
pering with adversarial attacks represents one of the most
studied threat, as it impacts virtually all deep neural mod-
els. For this reason, recent years experienced a florid liter-
ature of defenses against adversarial attacks. Proposed ap-
proaches to mitigate adversarial attacks are roughly divided
in adversarial detection and adversarial robustness method-
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Fig. 1. Operative framework. The T block stands for tam-
pering transformation. The model have to discern tampered
from original data, while the attack tries to flip this decision.

ologies. The former aims at recognizing an attack and reject-
ing the induced malicious output, e.g., using auxiliary detec-
tion models [1, 2], statistical tests [3, 4], and neighborhood
analysis [5]. The latter instead focuses on maintaining the
model’s performance even when under attack; examples in
this category include adversarial training [6, 7], input or fea-
tures smoothing/denoising [8, 9], and gradient masking [10].
This work follows the latter direction of increasing adversar-

ial robustness in image forensic tasks. Specifically, we con-
sider a particular kind of deep neural networks, the Neural Or-
dinary Differential Equations (N-ODE) networks, which has
been demonstrated to be interesting both for their intrinsic ef-
ficiency and for a specific characteristic that allows improving
their robustness against adversarial samples through a tunable
tolerance parameter. It has been verified that decoupling the
tolerance values used during training from the one adopted at
test time can strongly decrease the attack success rate [11].
However, this kind of network has been tested for general im-
age classification. In contrast, their behaviour has never been
investigated in image forensics tasks to distinguish, in a bi-
nary way, between original and fraudulently altered contents.
This is particularly interesting because, usually, the behaviour
of trained models (e.g., based on CNNs) under adversarial
attacks is not so similar to what happens in common image
classification applications [12]. Following this direction, we
demonstrate how using the tolerance parameter of N-ODEs
during the prediction phase enables us to tune and increase
the robustness of our model against state-of-the-art white-box
adversarial attacks. Specifically, we analysed how a defensive
strategy based on such a property can be devised to improve
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Fig. 2. Tampering transformations and examples of adversarial perturbations found by the C&W attack. The 2nd and
3rd rows show adversarial perturbations (δ = L2-norm) changing the classification from tampered to original and viceversa.

robustness against Carlini & Wagner (C&W) [13] adversarial
examples in an image forensic scenario. Experimental tests,
carried out on basic image transformations used to generate
tampered data, provide encouraging results both in terms of
adversarial rejection and, at the same time, preservation of
the correct classification of pristine images. The paper is or-
ganized as follows: after this introductory section, N-ODE
networks are presented in Section 2, while Section 3 discusses
the proposed defense strategy. Section 4 describes the exper-
imental results and Section 5 draws conclusions.

2. N-ODE AND THE TOLERANCE PARAMETER

A Neural ODE (Ordinary Differential Equations) net is a
parametric model which contains an ODE block whose com-
putation is defined by a parametric ordinary differential equa-
tion [14]. The solution of the ODE comprises the output of
the ODE block. Formally, let dx(t)

dt = f(x(t), t, θ) an ODE
with state x(t) ∈ Rn that continuously evolves through time
following the dynamics defined by f(·) parametrized by θ.
Let also x(t0) = x0 the input of the ODE block coinciding
with the initial state at time t0 of the ODE. The output of the
ODE block is x(t1) at time t1 > t0 computed by integration:

x(t1)− x(t0) =

∫ t1

t0

dx(t) =

∫ t1

t0

f(x(t), t, θ)dt (1)

The above integral can be computed with standard ODE
solvers, such as Runge-Kutta or Multi-step methods. Thus,
the computation performed by the ODE block can be formal-
ized as a call to a generic ODE solver. Generally, in image
classification applications, the function f(·) is implemented
by means of a small trainable convolutional neural network.
During the training phase, the gradients of the output x(t1)

with respect to the input x(t0) and the parameter θ can be
obtained using the adjoint sensitivity method. This consists
of solving an additional ODE in the backward pass. Once
the gradient is obtained, standard gradient-based optimiza-
tion can be applied. In this work, we consider a N-ODE
image classifier constituted by a single ODE block respon-
sible for the whole feature extraction chain. This block is
preceded by a limited pre-processing stage comprised of a
single 256-filter 2-strided 3x3-kernels convolutional layer
with no activation function that linearly maps the input image
in the ODE state space. The f(·) function in the ODE block
is implemented similarly as a standard residual block used
in ResNets; it comprises the sequence of layers GN-GeLU-
Conv-GN-GeLU-Conv-GN, where GN stands for Group-
Normalization with group size of 32, GeLU is the Gaussian
Error Linear Unit, and Conv is a 256-filter 3x3-kernels con-
volutional layer. After the ODE block, a classification head
comprised of global average-pooling and a fully-connected
layer provides the output logits. As ODE solver, we use an
adaptive solver that chooses the best step size when integrat-
ing the ODE solution given a tolerance parameter τ . The
tolerance controls the trade-off between the computational
cost and precision of the solution. The use of an adaptive
ODE solver induces some peculiar properties. It has been
demonstrated [11] that such a parameter can also be used to
increase N-ODE robustness to adversarial attacks without pe-
nalizing performances on pristine samples. In particular, this
can be achieved by diversifying the value of τattack used by the
attacker (that is generally set to the same adopted during the
training of the model, but not necessarily) from that one used
at test time τtest. Stated in another way, when τtest = τattack,
we have the maximum attack success rate.
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Fig. 3. Distribution of perturbation norms for different tampering transformations.
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Fig. 4. Robust Accuracy vs Test-time Tolerance τtest for different tampering transformations and maximum attack power ε.

3. C&W ATTACK AND DEFENSE STRATEGY

Despite their unique properties and good performances in im-
age classification, also N-ODE nets suffer from white-box
gradient-based adversarial attacks [15]. However, to the best
of our knowledge, N-ODEs have never been tested in a clas-
sical image forensic task, that is, distinguishing between a
pristine image and an altered one, neither from the point of
view of accuracy nor concerning the robustness to adversar-
ial attacks. To evaluate this issue, we considered the frame-
work depicted in Fig.1 where an N-ODE net, trained to clas-
sify original and tampered images, is called to make a deci-
sion on adversarial samples generated by means of one of the
most efficient state-of-the-art white-box attack — the Car-
lini&Wagner (C&W ) method [13, 16]. The rationale behind
the C&W attack is to minimize, at each iteration, the highest
confidence among non-target classes while keeping the small-
est possible distortion. Such a minimization is performed in
the tanh space to help regularizing the gradient in the ex-
treme regions of the perturbation space. We consider certain
computational and perceptual budgets the attacker can spend,
respectively given by nit = 1000, the maximum number of
iterations of the C&W algorithm, and ε, the maximum al-
lowed L2-norm of the perturbation, that we vary in our ex-
periments. The C&W attack is usually very powerful and
achieves a high success rate with a very limited distortion;

to apply C&W , the attacker needs access to the neural net-
work and, in the case of N-ODE nets, to the value of the tol-
erance parameter τtrain used during the training phase of the
model. Without defense strategies, the victim model would
operate using τtest = τtrain, and thus the best configuration for
the C&W attack is τattack = τtrain.

4. TEST SET-UP AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we introduce the experimental setup and dis-
cuss achieved results to verify the capacity of N-ODE nets
to increase their robustness to adversarial examples by tuning
the tolerance parameter τ .

4.1. The test set-up

The experimental setup has been structured to have three sets
of images: original images, tampered images, and a set of ad-
versarial samples generated from the first two sets. We con-
sidered the TinyImageNet[17] dataset as source for original
samples. Tampered images have been generated from origi-
nal ones by applying simple distortions commonly used for
malevolent image modification in a forensic scenario. Such
transformations are filtering (mean or median with different
window sizes), histogram equalization, and JPEG compres-
sion, as shown in the top row of Figure 2. For each tamper-



ing transformation, we prepared a training dataset composed
of 2000 original images (10 random images per class in the
TinyImageNet train set) and their tampered version, for a to-
tal of 4000 training images. In the same manner, we built a
validation set and a test set picking 2000 and 200 images from
the validation and test set of Tiny ImageNet respectively, for
a total of 4000 validation images and 400 test images. We
trained N-ODE binary image classifiers (one for each tamper-
ing transformation) to discern original images from tampered
ones using the respective train and validation subsets. Dur-
ing training, we used a solver tolerance τtrain = 10−3 and
dropout with probability 0.2 after the global average-pooling
layer of the classification head. The binary cross-entropy loss
is minimized with the Adam optimizer and a cosine anneal-
ing learning rate scheduling with an initial value of 10−3 un-
til the validation loss plateaus. After the network converged,
we applied the C&W attack to the test subset to create the
corresponding adversarial examples for both kinds of images
(original and tampered), fooling the classifier and exchang-
ing the predicted class respectively. During the attack, we
set the N-ODE solver tolerance τattack = 10−3 and varied the
maximum perturbation L2-norm ε ∈ [0, 50]. We refer to the
L2-norm of the perturbation obtained by the attack as δ, and
consider an attack succesful only if δ ≤ ε. Figure 2 shows
an example of the obtained adversarial samples. It is worth
noting from Figure 3 how the attack generally needs smaller
adversarial perturbations (see red bars with lower values of δ)
when acting on tampered images to make them look original.

4.2. Experimental results

Figure 4 shows the accuracy of the classifier when varying
the test-time tolerance τtest for different modifications and for
different C&W attack strength (maximum perturbation L2-
norm permitted ε). The accuracy on original images is re-
ported as ε = 0. Note that the maximum attack success
rate occurs when τtest = τattack = 10−3, witnessed by the
minimum value of the accuracy for each tampering transfor-
mation. For instance, for the case of 5 × 5 median filtering,
the accuracy is drastically decreased to almost zero for higher
values of attack power (ε ≥ 5.0). Correspondingly, it can
be favorably appreciated how the accuracy can be restored by
decreasing (left on the x-axis) or increasing (right on the x-
axis) τtest in order to create a mismatch with respect to τattack.
Acceptable values of accuracy around 70% or higher can be
reached in most cases. In most cases, increasing τtest (and
thus injecting an approximation in the ODE solution) do not
degrade the performance on original images (see ε = 0 lines
in Figure 4), except for extreme tolerance values (τtest ≥ 10 in
3× 3 median and 7× 7 mean filtering). The only exceptions
seem to be the cases of histogram equalization and JPEG tam-
pering. The former, though it slightly shows a behaviour sim-
ilar to mean and median filtering, appears to be intrinsically
robust to the C&W attack with higher overall accuracy values
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Table 1. AuROC (%) vs ODE Solver Tolerance τtest.
Adversarial attacks are performed with a solver tolerance
τattack = 10−3 and a maximum L2 perturbation norm of ε.

on average. The latter behaves as expected for τtest < τtrain;
on the contrary, when we introduce a coarser approximation
than the one used to train the ODE-Net (τtest > τtrain), the
classifier is not capable anymore of grasping the differences
between original and JPEG-tampered samples, and the perfor-
mance drastically collapses independently from the attacker
actions. We plan to get a deeper insight into this case by ex-
ploring more quality factors values in future work. The same
phenomena observed in Figure 4 also occurs when measuring
AuROC values that we report in Table 1 for some transfor-
mations to avoid redundancy. Orange and red cells, in cor-
respondence of τtest = τattack, highlight a high effectiveness
of the adversarial attack that can be recovered by increasing
(moving right) or decreasing (moving left) τtest as well.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we considered N-ODE networks and investi-
gated their intrinsic robustness against adversarial samples in
image forensic tasks such as distinguishing between an orig-
inal and an altered image. We demonstrated that by properly
tuning the N-ODE tolerance parameter at test time with re-
spect to that used by the attacker, it is possible to increase
robustness versus C&W attack. Experiments on basic image
transformations used to generate tampered data provided sat-
isfactory results in adversarial rejection and maintained clas-
sification of pristine images. Future works will comprise test-
ing on more challenging image tampering operations.
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